LFP I SICAV SIF S.A., in judicial liquidation
Registered office: L-1946 Luxembourg, 9-11, rue Louvigny,
R.C.S. Luxembourg: B151371
______________________________________________________
Extract from the commercial judgment n°2022TALCH06/00560 of 5 May 2022 (Liquidation n°L13912/22) :
"On these grounds :
the Tribunal d'Arrondissement de et à Luxembourg, Sixth Chamber, sitting in commercial matters,
ruling contradictorily, the Public Prosecutor and the representative of the Commission de Surveillance
du Secteur Financier having been heard in their explanations and conclusions,
declares the interventions admissible;
receives the application;
declares it well-founded;
declares the specialised investment fund constituted in the form of an investment company with
variable capital LFP I SICAV SIF S.A., established and having its registered office in L-1946 Luxembourg,
9-11, rue Louvigny, registered in the Luxembourg Trade and Companies Register under number
B151371, dissolved
orders its liquidation;
appoints Mrs Maria FARIA ALVES, vice-president of the District Court of and in Luxembourg, as official
receiver and Mr Christian STEINMETZ, lawyer at the Court, residing in Luxembourg, as liquidator
states that the liquidator represents both the fund and its investors and creditors and that he is vested
with the most extensive powers to carry out his mission, which he will exercise both in the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg and abroad;
states that the interest rate is set at 5 May 2022;
orders the creditors to declare the amount of their claims before 26 May 2022 at the registry of the
commercial court of this seat;
declares applicable the legal provisions detailed in the present judgment as well as those relating to
the liquidation of the bankruptcy, subject to the derogatory modalities provided for by articles 47 and
48 of the amended law of 13 February 2007 relating to specialised investment funds, and subject to
the modifications to the liquidation method to be made, if necessary, by a subsequent decision;
states that claims denominated in a currency other than the euro shall be converted into that currency
at the exchange rate of the day of the winding-up judgment as published by the European Central
Bank and the payment of all admitted claims shall be made in euro;
orders the publication of this judgment by extract in the "Recueil électronique des sociétés et
associations" and in the newspapers "Luxemburger Wort" and "Tageblatt";
states that the present judgment is enforceable by provision;
charges the costs to the specialised investment fund constituted in the form of an open-ended
investment company LFP I SICAV SIF SA, otherwise in the absence or insufficiency of assets, to the
Treasury.”
For mention for publication by extract in the Recueil électronique des Sociétés et Associations.
Christian STEINMETZ
Liquidator
www.steinmetz-avocat.lu

